
Ovaj pregled projekata sadrži samo informacije o Erasmus+ projektima. Nedostaju podaci o sljedećim projektima koje je sufinancirala Europska komisija: (1) Sport for good governance (Izvor financiranja: Preparatory actions and special events 2009-2013), (2) Protecting physical and moral integrity in competitive youth sport: Stimulating individual empowerment of young athletes and conducive ethical climate in sport organisations (Izvor financiranja: Preparatory actions and special events 2009-2013), (3) Migration and sports - a challenge for sports associations and trainers (Izvor financiranja: Grundtvig), (4) ALL IN – Towards gender balance in sport (Izvor financiranja: EU i CoE). Podaci o svim projektima na kojima je HOO radio nalaze se u arhivi HOO-a.
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Project Title

Strengthening good governance in the European sport community by providing women with necessary competencies in order to support gender balance and equality in decision-making in sport structures

![SUCCESS logo]

Project Coordinator

Organisation: HRVATSKI OLIMPIJSKI ODBOR
Address: TRG KRESIMIRA COSICA 11, 10000 ZAGREB, Grad Zagreb, HR
Website: www.hoo.hr
## Project Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>567107-EPP-1-2015-2-HR-SPO-SCP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project Web Site</td>
<td><a href="http://www.success-leadership.eu">http://www.success-leadership.eu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Date</td>
<td>Jan 1, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End Date</td>
<td>Dec 31, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC Contribution</td>
<td>307,421.34 EUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partners</td>
<td>LIETUVOS TAUTINIS OLIMPINIS KOMITETAS (LT) , SLOVENSKY OLYMPIJSKY VYBOR (SK) , COMITE NATIONAL OLYMPIQUE ET SPORTIF FRANCAIS (FR) , COMITATO OLIMPICO NAZIONALE ITALIANO (IT) , CESKY OLYMPIJSKY VYBOR (CZ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topics</td>
<td>Improve good governance in sport</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Project Summary

The network of National Olympic Committees from Croatia, Czech Republic, France, Italy, Lithuania and Slovakia contributed to the European overall aim of achieving a full gender balance in the representation in decision-making positions in sport governing bodies by 2020. By learning how to organise and deliver a tailor-made training programme for women on sport leadership, gaining practical experience through the implementation of a trial run of the Sport Management and Leadership Training Programme, and establishing the mentoring system for participants of the training programme, they have created a platform for future training programmes on national levels, whereas former participants will be invited as guest speakers and lecturers, which will sustain the transfer of knowledge and growth of the learning community for women on sport leadership.

The idea behind the training programme was twofold: on one side, women will be better skilled and prepared for more demanding positions, and on the other side, sport organisations – both organisers and sending organisations – will raise their commitment to gender mainstreaming in decision-making positions.

Participants of the Sport Management and Leadership Training Programme had the opportunity to apply theory in practice by developing case studies that were used as a tool for the introduction of change in their organisations. The case studies had a direct impact on how those women were perceived by the decision-makers in their organisations who indicated that the training had an impact on the competency of their participant, that they have noticed the increase in participant’s motivation to implement good practices in the organisation, and that they have noticed the increase in participant’s ability to lead the organisation in a positive direction.

Besides developing individual competencies of women in sport and changing perception of women in leadership roles, the purpose of the training programme was to create a European learning community of future female leaders in sport. The methodology of the Sport Management and Leadership Training Programme enabled participants to create an effective community that was both aspirational and practical. Participants were connected through the community, as were their sport organisations and systems. Thus, participants were able to share ideas, practices and results, and to learn from each other. By doing so, their ability to achieve significant progress was improved.

Participants of the training programme were a part of a group of 48 women from 48 sport organisations from 6 EU Member States. Teaching strategies involved limited lecturing, learning by doing and working in small groups. It allowed participants to share a wealth of experience and expertise. That sharing was crucial to developing the learning community since structured discussions of what goes on in one sport organisation allowed those from other sport organisations to learn, connect and grow together.

The EU-based learning community for women on sport leadership went beyond the promotion of women in leadership positions as such, and benefited both the women in or on their way to leading positions as well as their sport organisations.

“Guidelines for organisers of the Sport Management and Leadership Training Programme” were created to encourage and assist sport organisations to actively work to attract an appropriate gender balance in management and leadership roles. The main purpose of these guidelines is to assist them to develop, implement and maintain a system of governance that supports gender balance in decision-making positions in sport organisations.
“Key recommendations” were developed to raise awareness and commitment to good governance which requires an appropriate gender balance at board level and in management in order to reflect interests of stakeholders.
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* Results are available for this project. You can click on the link above, and go to "Results" section to view them
Project Title

Investments in Sport

Project Coordinator

Organisation  HRVATSKI OLIMPIJSKI ODBOR
Address  TRG KRESIMIRA COSICA 11, 10000 ZAGREB, Grad Zagreb, HR

Project Information

Identifier  590449-EPP-1-2017-1-HR-SPO-SCP
Start Date  Jan 1, 2018
End Date  Jun 30, 2021
EC Contribution  331,480 EUR
Partners  INSTITUTO PORTUGUES DO DESPORTO E JUVENTUDE I.P. (PT), COMITE OLIMPICO DE PORTUGAL (PT), MYKOLO ROMERIO UNIVERSITETAS (LT), CYPRUS SPORT ORGANISATION (CY), SPORTSECONAUSTRIA INSTITUT FUR SPORTOKONOMIE (AT), MINISTERE DES SPORTS (SP) (LU), SVEUCILISTE U SPLITU KINEZIOLOSKI FAKULTET (HR), SHEFFIELD HALLAM UNIVERSITY (UK), DRZAVNI ZAVOD ZA STATISTIKU (HR)
Project Summary

The project contributes to the overall goals of the Europe 2020 Strategy, by promoting the principles of good governance in sport policy-making and investments, based on the sport potentiality to tackle social and economic challenges. Through cross-sectoral cooperation between academics, researchers, sport movements and public authorities, the consortium will collect useful data to develop guidelines and recommendations for policy-makers, to improve knowledge on sport investments and encourage the role of sport as a driver for economic growth and employment. The national conferences in partner countries will open the dialogue with key stakeholders, and will continue during the transnational conference at the end of the project. Views and opinions of key stakeholders will be heard during the discussions about guidelines on investments in sport and taken into consideration when developing the recommendations to policy-makers.
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Project Title

Economic dimension of volunteering in sport

Project Coordinator

Organisation: HRVATSKI OLIMPIJSKI ODBOR
Address: TRG KRESIMIRA COSICA 11, 10000 ZAGREB, Grad Zagreb, HR

Project Information

Identifier: 613227-EPP-1-2019-1-HR-SPO-SCP
Start Date: Jan 1, 2020
End Date: Dec 31, 2022
EC Contribution: 400,000 EUR

Partners: SHEFFIELD HALLAM UNIVERSITY (UK), GENIKO NOSOKOMEIO PAPAGEORGIOU (EL), MYKOLO ROMERIO UNIVERSITETAS (LT), STICHTING HOGESCHOOL VAN ARNHEM ENNIJMEGEN HAN (NL), UNIVERSIDAD PUBLICA DE NAVARRA (ES), SREDISNI DRZAVNI URED ZA SPORT (HR), SPORTSECONAUSTRIA INSTITUT FUR SPORTOKONOMIE (AT), GESELLSCHAFT FUER WIRTSCHAFTLICHE STRUKTURFORSCHUNG MBH (DE)
Project Summary

The project entitled “Economic dimension of volunteering in sport” (EVIS) is designed to support public authorities and sport governing bodies to formulate policies and programmes aimed at tackling issues in the European sport systems. The end goal of the project is to support evidence-based policy-making in sport and improve good governance in the sport sector in order to increase the social utility of sport in the European Union. The project will contribute to the objectives of the Europe 2020 Strategy, as well as to the sustainable goals of the European Commission presented in the Reflection paper: "Towards a sustainable Europe by 2030". Science is pivotal to good policy-making. Based on the scientific expertise and competences within the EVIS project’s team, as well as on the consultations with key stakeholders, the EVIS project aims to ensure that the best scientific advice possible informs policy development. The EVIS project team is going to develop a harmonised methodology on measuring the economic impact of volunteering in sport, use it to conduct the survey in EU-8 in order to produce evidence-based recommendations to policy-makers, and organise two regional consultative conferences to gain feedback from key stakeholders and inform the main project’s output entitled “Study on economic dimension of volunteering in sport”. With the support of the European Commission, the Croatian Olympic Committee will continue to coordinate projects involving scientists and key stakeholders in the sport sector with knowledge and competences to contribute to the science-based evidence that informs policy-makers and provides support in the EU sport policy area.
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Project Title

Urban Sport and Culture Volunteers

Project Coordinator

Organisation: PANNONIAN
Address: CARA HADRIJANA 5, 31000 OSIJEK, Croatia Extra-Regio, HR
Website: www.pannonian.hr

Project Information

Identifier: 613122-EPP-1-2019-1-HR-SPO-SCP
Start Date: Jan 1, 2020
End Date: Dec 31, 2023
EC Contribution: 400,000 EUR
Partners: MITTETULUNDUSUHING ELAMUSSPORT MTU (EE), FOTON, DRUSTVO ZA RAZVOJ KULTURE INTRAJNOSTI (SI), HRVATSKI OLIPIJSKI ODBOR (HR), CHAMPIONS FACTORY IRELAND LIMITED (IE), YOUTH ASSOCIATION EXTREME STYLE (UA), REGIONALNE CENTRUM WOLONTARIATU (PL)
Project Summary

The European Union has strong interest in volunteering in the EU in general and many EU policies speak in this regard: the Article 165 TFEU, Aarhus Declaration (2003), White Paper on Sport (2007) up to the latest one (2019 annual work programme for the implementation of Erasmus+). Additionally, the EU actively promotes social inclusion of people with fewer opportunities, especially under the Erasmus+ programme. That is why this project aims to promote voluntary activities at urban sport and culture events - places where urban sport and culture meet. The overall objective of the project is to increase employability of youth with fewer opportunities through volunteering at sport events which will be achieved with the following activities: 1) recruitment of volunteers, 2) implementing the non-formal education training 3) organising volunteering experience at urban sport and culture events and 4) creating a huge promotional campaign. The project lasts for 36 months. The target groups are young people (16-30) with social, economic and/or geographical obstacles who will take part at all of the aforementioned activities. During the project we plan to produce three intellectual outputs: NFE training for volunteers, volunteers handbook for urban sport and culture events and the volunteering app. The project will be carried out by a project consortium made of 7 partners from 6 European countries (one is a Partner country from war affected area) and a group of 19 people who represent NGOs from urban sport and culture scene, non-formal education experts and umbrella sport organisation - all duly working with volunteers in everyday life. After the project, we expect to a) strengthen the international volunteering network in urban sport and culture scene, b) enhance, recognise and validate volunteers' skills and key competences, c) exchange good practices and prepare the handbook for volunteers and the volunteering app and carry out a huge promotional campaign.
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Project Title

Strengthening Coaching with the Objective to Raise Equality

Good practice example  Success story

Project Coordinator

Organisation  EUROPEAN NON-GOVERNMENTAL SPORTS ORGANISATION
Address  SODRA FISKARTORPSVAGEN 15 A-H, 114 73 STOCKHOLM PARIS CEDEX 13, Extra-Regio NUTS 3, SE
Website  www.engso.eu

Project Information

Identifier  557117-EPP-1-2014-1-FR-SPO-SCP
Project Web Site  http://www.score-coaching.eu/
Start Date  Jan 1, 2015
End Date  Dec 31, 2016
EC Contribution  255,532.8 EUR
Partners  INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL FOR COACHING EXCELLENCE (UK), EUROPEAN OBSERVATOIRE OF SPORT AND EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE (FR), UNIVERZA V LJUBLJANI (SI), SVERIGES RIKSIDROTTSSFORBUND (SE), LIETUVOS SPORTO FEDERACIJA SAJUNGA (LT), HRVATSKI OLIIMPSKI ODBOR (HR), CYPRUS SPORT ORGANISATION (CY), CONFEDERACAO DO DESPORTO DE PORTUGAL (PT), SPORT ET CITOYENNETE 3S (FR), SUOMEN VALMENTAJAT RY (FI), THE NATIONAL COACHING FOUNDATION (UK), DEUTSCHER OLYMPISCHER SPORTBUND (DOSB) (DE)
Project Summary

SCORE, the “Strengthening Coaching with the Objective to Raise Equality” is a project of the European Non-Governmental Sports Organisation (ENGSO) with the partnership of coaching associations from the UK and Finland, national sports umbrella organisations from Croatia, Cyprus, Germany, Lithuania, Portugal and Sweden, and European and international organisations, such as the International Council for Coaching Excellence (ICCE), the European Observatoire of Sport and Employment (EOSE), Sport and Citizenship and European University Sports Association. The project promotes equal opportunities, namely gender equality in coaching by focusing on increasing the number of employed and volunteer female coaches at all levels of sport as well as enhancing knowledge on gender equality in coach education. This way, it has a strong link with EU policy documents, such as the Proposal for Strategic Actions on Gender Equality in Sport 2014-2020 and Council Conclusions on Gender Equality in Sport (2014). ENGSO and its partners specifically aim to develop a toolkit “awareness pack” with different tools targeted both to sports organisations and coaches to increase gender equality in coaching. In addition, the activities of the project include the development of an education for mentors, to which suitable persons will participate from partner organisations. Implementation will also take place in the form of national training sessions, where the “awareness pack” will be introduced. In the project, a project management method will be used, in which activities are divided into work packages based on different tasks. This allows quality and efficiency in term of time and budget. Based on this fact, ENGSO will be responsible for the management, monitoring, training sessions, dissemination and communication, Sport Coach UK for the toolkit, the Finnish Coaches Association for the education for mentors, ICCE for sustainability and EOSE for evaluation.
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* Results are available for this project. You can click on the link above, and go to "Results" section to view them
Project Title

Evidence-based Prevention Of Sporting-related Match-fixing

Project Coordinator

Organisation: UNIVERSITEIT GENT
Address: SINT PIETERSNIEUWSTRAAT 25, 9000 GENT, Extra-Regio NUTS 2, BE
Website: http://www.ugent.be
Contact: Stef Van Der Hoeven, stef.vanderhoeven@ugent.be

Project Information

Identifier: 613385-EPP-1-2019-1-BE-SPO-SCP
Start Date: Jan 1, 2020
End Date: Dec 31, 2021
EC Contribution: 398,090 EUR
Partners: VEREIN ZUR WAHRUNG DER INTEGRITAT IM SPORT (VWIS) (AT), STICHTING CSCF - FOUNDATION FOR SPORT INTEGRITY (NL), UNIVERSITE DE LAUSANNE (CH), LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY (UK), PANATHLON INTERNATIONAL (IT), INTERNATIONAAL CENTRUM ETHIEK IN DESPORT VZW (BE), INSTITUT DE RELATIONS INTERNATIONALES ET STRATEGIQUES IRIS ASSOCIATION (FR), UNIVERSITEIT UTRECHT (NL), HRVATSKI OLIŃSKI ODBOR (HR)
Project Summary

The first aim of this project is to examine the prevalence of sporting-related match-fixing in seven different countries, in multiple sports disciplines. The second aim is to share and transfer the knowledge on sporting-related match-fixing, gathered throughout the project. The third aim of the project is to raise awareness and stimulate the moral judgment on sporting-related match-fixing. The project consists of three parts. First, during the academic part a questionnaire on sporting-related match-fixing will be conducted in seven different countries. In each country, three sports disciplines will be examined. In sum, the academic part will reach around 2700 questionnaire respondents. Second, the knowledge gathered throughout the academic part will be shared and taught throughout the training part. During the training part, three action plans will be elaborated in each country, each for one of the examined sports disciplines. In a second phase, three workshops will be organised in each country, each focusing on one of the examined sports disciplines in the respective country. During the training part, around 630 stakeholders will participate in the training workshops. Third, the results of the EPOSM project will be disseminated during the dissemination part of the project, consisting of: - During the yearly conference of the European Association for Sport Management (EASM) in Innsbruck, Austria (September 2021), an academic workshop on the EPOSM project will be held. - Multiple scientific journal articles - One multiplier event - One book with the results of the project - Online dissemination of the results of the project
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Project Title

Gender Equality Toolkit for Generation Z

Project Coordinator

Organisation UNIVERSITY OF WORCESTER
Address HENWICK GROVE, WR2 6AJ WORCESTER, Extra-Regio NUTS 2, UK
Website www.worc.ac.uk

Project Information

Identifier 590677-EPP-1-2017-1-NL-SPO-SCP
Start Date Jan 1, 2018
End Date Apr 30, 2021
EC Contribution 400,000 EUR
Partners VRIJE UNIVERSITEIT BRUSSEL (BE), EUSA INSTITUTE (SI), HRVATSKI OLIPIJSKI ODBOR (HR), HOGSKOLEN I MOLDE (NO), VASTERBOTTENS IDROTTSFORBUND (SE), STICHTING HOGESCHOOL VAN AMSTERDAM (NL)
Project Summary

The objective of the “Gender Equality Toolkit for generation Z (GETZ)” project is to develop, deliver and evaluate an innovative educational resource specifically designed to educate Generation Z on the issues relating to gender equality and equal opportunities in sport. Generation Z are individuals born in the mid-1990s to early 2000s. A significant aspect of Generation Z is the widespread usage of the Internet from a young age and their familiarity with technology. With this in mind GETZ will be delivered via a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) to facilitate broad dissemination of the project’s intellectual outputs and results. The initiative for the GETZ project comes from the continued prevalence of gender inequality in sport and the need to look at this issue from the perspective of the next generation. The seven GETZ partners have recognized the presence of gender inequality in sport in their own countries and each are independently working on gender related projects. Working collaboratively on GETZ will facilitate a consistent approach to educating future sport leaders on the issue of gender inequality. This is a 3 year project which will result in the creation of the GETZ MOOC and a gender equality research study. A clear management structure, quality control, risk management measures and budget have been designed to ensure that the GETZ project is properly planned, organized and controlled. GETZ will be delivered to 200 students via the partner universities and it will be available to 840 regional sports clubs in Sweden. The GETZ project will result in numerous intellectual outputs such as six GETZ units and the results of the research study. All of which will be disseminated to a wide audience including European Universities, Sports Federations and Sports Club outside of the GETZ partnership, via the 5 multiplier sports events. The partners are committed to maintaining the GETZ MOOC on completion of the project as part of the legacy strategy.
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Project Title

Single Points of Contact for Sports Integrity

Project Coordinator

Organisation  COMITATI OLIMPICI EUROPEI
Address  VIA DELLA PALLACANESTRO 19 , 00135 ROMA , Extra-Regio NUTS 2 , IT
Website  www.euoffice.eurolympic.org

Project Information

Identifier  590373-EPP-1-2017-1-IT-SPO-SCP
Start Date  Jan 1, 2018
End Date  Jun 30, 2021
EC Contribution  399,945 EUR

Partners  OLIIMPSKI KOMITE SLOVENIJE ZDRUZENJE SPORTNIH ZVEZ (SI) , COMITE OLYMPIQUE ET INTERFEDERAL BELGE ASBL (BE) , COMITE OLIMPICO DE PORTUGAL (PT) , NEDERLANDS OLYMPISCH COMITE-NEDERLANDSE SPORT FEDERATIE VERENIGING (NL) , HRVATSKI OLIMPIJSKI ODBOR (HR) , ASSOCIATION EUROPEENNE D'ATHLETISME (CH) , COMITE NATIONAL OLYMPIQUE ET SPORTIF FRANCAIS (FR) , DANMARKS IDRAETSFORBUND (DK) , CESKY OLYMPISKY VYBOR (CZ) , THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL POLICE ORGANIZATION (FR) , CONFEDERATION EUROPEENNE DE VOLLEY-BALL (LU) , FIBA-EUROPE EV (DE) , SPORT AND RECREATION ALLIANCE (UK) , DEUTSCHER OLYMPISCHER SPORTBUND (DOSB) (DE) , EUROPEAN OBSERVATOIRE OF SPORT AND EMPLOYMENT (FR) , COMITATO OLIMPICO NAZIONALE ITALIANO (IT)
Project Summary

The project aims to help National Olympic Committees (NOCs), European Federations (EFs) and national sport federations to strengthen their governance and safeguard sport integrity during competitions. The project is built on the achievements of the previous “Support the Implementation of Good Governance in Sport” (SIGGS) project. The project continues good governance and integrity actions already initiated by the International Olympic Committee, especially in the fight against match-fixing. The idea is to transfer the concept of ‘Single Points of Contact for Integrity’ to NOCs and EFs and apply a holistic approach to governance and integrity, encompassing such challenges as anti-corruption, personal and sports competitions integrity (including fight against match-fixing). An educational programme for Single Points of Contact will be developed and delivered to representatives of NOCs and EFs, to reinforce the capacity of these organisations in the areas of integrity and good governance. Education is only one part of the project design, as tailor-made national Strategic Workshops on integrity and good governance will be organised for national sport federations.
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Project Title

Sport Parks Inspired by the Olympics

Project Coordinator

Organisation  CESKY OLYMPIJSKY VYBOR
Address  BENESOVSKA 1925/6, 101 00 PRAHA, Hlavní město Praha, CZ
Website  www.olympic.cz
Contact  Jana Janotova, janotova@olympic.cz

Project Information

Identifier  579679-EPP-1-2016-2-CZ-SPO-SCP
Project Web Site  http://www.sportparks.com
Start Date  Jan 1, 2017
End Date  Dec 31, 2018
EC Contribution  347,571.31 EUR
Partners  JIHOCESKY KRAJ (CZ), SUOMEN OLYMPIAKOMITEA RY (FI), COMITE NATIONAL OLYMPIQUE ET SPORTIF FRANCAIS (FR), COMITE OLYMPIQUE ET INTERFEDERAL BELGE ASBL (BE), HRVATSKI OLIMPIJSKI ODBOR (HR), COMITATO OLIMPICO NAZIONALE ITALIANO (IT), OLIMPIJSKI KOMITE SLOVENIJE ZDRUZENJE SPORTNIH ZVEZ (SI), NEDERLANDS OLYMPISCH COMITE-NEDERLANDSE SPORT FEDERATIE VERENIGING (NL)
Project Summary

The Sport Parks Inspired by the Olympics project was a two-year-long collaborative partnership in the field of sport initiated and led by the Czech Olympic Committee, co-funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the EU and supported by the International Olympic Committee. It has brought together event, marketing and communications experts from 7 National Olympic Committees – NOCs - (BE, HR, FI, FR, IT, NL, SL) - and 1 regional authority (South Bohemia, CZ) with the aim to create an interactive web-based handbook, which would provide NOCs and other (umbrella) sport organisations with recommendations, guidelines, case studies and examples of good practice for the development, organisation, evaluation and sustainability of their Sport Parks Inspired by the Olympics (SP), including Olympic Festivals (OF). SPs are essentially sport-for-all events complying with the following set of principles: • Held simultaneously with the staging of the Olympic Games, or other major sport events • Close cooperation with sport clubs and federations to propose a wide variety of sport and educational activities (including recruitment). • Close cooperation with local authorities • Promotion of Olympic values • Ensuring a live broadcast of sport events • Celebrating athletes and their successes by creating a bridge between them and their fans • Providing partners with opportunities for the activation of their brands • Ensuring (economic, social, organisational, and environmental) sustainability
The main project activities and results can be summarised as follows: • 10 meetings (8 study visits), 1 common activity during the 2018 events, 2 evaluation reports. • 87 + people involved in the project and the creation of the Handbook. • 1 network of experts created. • Project presented at 11 events for European audience and at 5 events for international audience. • 17 news items/articles/interviews featured in national online media, 9 in national print media, 3 in national television and 3 in global online media. • Inspiration and best practices drawn from 12 events organised during the Olympic Games 2014, 2016, 2018 in 6 countries. • 5 stages in the revision and content creation control. • Close to 100 pages in .doc of the final text. • 59 attached documents, 9 videos, tens of photos. • 100s of hours of web development and editing. • 1 Interactive Handbook for SP/OF Organisers. The Handbook will help future organisers of SPs, including OFs, to create the perfect space for sports enthusiasts, no matter the size of the event. The organisers will be guided through the whole organisational process, including the post-event stage. Thanks to the expertise and rich experience of the project team, they will get information on how to deal with local authorities, work with local sports clubs, or, for example, how to compose an ideal organising committee. Collected and logically arranged information will provide them with a comprehensive rule of thumb with all the recommendations, possible pitfalls and solutions. However, the publication of the Handbook and the official end of the SP project is not where the story ends. As the commitment of all the stakeholders demonstrates, the SP/OF concept and with it the Handbook for their organisers, has a bright future ahead: events are already planned to take place during the 2020 Olympic Games, the network of experts is up and thriving and the concept is to be further spread within the Olympic community and beyond. The events organised in the period 2014 – 2016, on which this project built, have been regrouped under the general name of Sport Parks Inspired by the Olympics. Following the close cooperation with the IOC, and the subsequent adoption by its Executive Board of the new Olympic asset “Olympic Festival”, the “Sport Parks-type” events, organised by the NOCs, have fallen, as of the 2018 Olympic Games under the umbrella of Olympic Festivals.
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Project Title

With Establishment of national Care and development centers we support elite Athletes in balancing their sports and education/employment REsults

Project Coordinator

Organisation  SVEUCILISTE U ZAGREBU KINEZIOLOSKIFAKULTET
Address  HORVACANSKI ZAVOJ 15 , 10000 ZAGREB , Grad Zagreb , HR

Project Information

Identifier  613465-EPP-1-2019-1-HR-SPO-SCP
Start Date  Jan 1, 2020
End Date  Dec 31, 2022
EC Contribution  392,842 EUR
Partners  HASKOLINN I REYKJAVIK EHF (IS) , CENTRE D'ALT RENDIMENT ESPORTIU DE SANT CUGAT DEL VALLES (ES) , UNIVERZITET U NOVOM SADU (RS) , OLYMPIC COMMITTEE OF SERBIA (RS) , UNIVERZA V LJUBLJANI (SI) , INSTITUT NACIONAL D'EDUCACIO FISICA DE CATALUNYA (ES) , HRVATSKI OLIMPIJSKI ODBOR (HR) , ATHLON PHYSICAL THERAPY INC (US) , NORGES IDRETTSHOGSKOLE (NO)
Project Summary

WE_CARE will address the void of adequate dual career (DC) supporting services for elite athletes in less developed EU Member States (MS) or MS candidates; Serbia, Croatia and Slovenia. The problem has been identified through research and experience exchange. The main objective of the project is to improve DC support in less developed MS and in such way to contribute to priority: to promote education in and through sport with special focus on skills development, as well support the implementation of the EU Guidelines on DC of Athletes through (a) involvement of experts in DC support, sport and education/work performance, injury prevention, psychology, career counseling, and (b) mutual exchange of best practices of DC support providers. In order to achieve this objective, the project will establish 3 National Athletic Care and Development Centers (NACDC), develop a catalogue of services which should be provided by established NACDCs and develop an innovative web application a Comprehensive Athlete Information System (CAIS) which will have a comprehensive set of information about elite athletes necessary to provide a high-quality DC support and which will enable knowledge sharing between DC providers. To deliver these project partners will: conduct a research on services that NACDC should provide, develop a catalogue of multidisciplinary services and programs that should be provided to elite athletes, develop a guidelines on injury prevention strategies, establish three NACDCs, develop CAIS software, conduct a research on the effectiveness of developed guidelines and CAIS and finally organize a conference on WE_CARE project results in Iceland, Spain, Serbia, Slovenia and Croatia. As a result, 60 elite athletes will use DC services in established NACDCs during project and it is expected that this number will rise since established NACDCs will continue to support elite athletes after the end of the project and CAIS will be further developed based on user feedback.
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**Project Title**

**Micro Learning Entrepreneurship for Athletes**

**Project Coordinator**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>ZAGREBACKA SKOLA EKONOMIJE I MANAGEMENTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>JORDANOVAČ 110, 10000 ZAGREB, Grad Zagreb, HR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Project Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>623042-EPP-1-2020-1-HR-SPO-SCP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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Project Summary

Our project “Micro Learning Entrepreneurship for Athletes” (MLEA) is addressing the Collaborative partnership priority “Promote education in and through sport with special focus on skills development, as well support the implementation of the EU Guidelines on Dual Careers of Athletes”. Project partners, coming from Croatia, Germany, Serbia, Slovenia, Sweden and Bosnia and Herzegovina, decided to undertake this project and address a glaring gap in entrepreneurial education for athletes (in partners’ countries and EU level in general) that is adequate for athletes dealing with contemporary issues i.e. balancing sports and education/employment career. According to EU Guidelines on Dual Careers, athletes face challenges to combine sports careers with education/work. To succeed at the highest level of a sport demands intensive training and dedication. With all the competitions at home and abroad, it is difficult to reconcile athletic career with the challenges and restrictions of the education system and labor market. The main objective of the project is to promote education in and through sport and to support the implementation of the EU Guidelines on Dual Careers of Athletes with development of tailor-made, modular curriculum on entrepreneurship for athletes, enriched with gamification elements and applied micro-learning methodology, and offered as online educational micro-learning course on entrepreneurship on MLEA learning space/website. In order to achieve this objective project team will (SO1) analyze current situation in partner countries, (SO2) develop new tailor-made, modular curriculum on entrepreneurship for athletes, (SO3) decompose curriculum’s module into smaller content units/lectures, record lectures, join them into online course (available free of charge on (SO4) MLEA learning space/website) that is properly answering to the learning specifics of athletes (i.e. short intervals available for (online) learning combined with sport-related obligations).
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